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An Invitation to engage deeper, and a timely video from my heart

Aluemáku (Michael) Brasunas, LMBT, BCT

www.RecoverTheSoul.com

(828) 407-0125

"Michael has consistently helped me
relocate my center, my holy
presence in my core. I have been
operating from this core ever since
and boy does it make a difference in
going about my day with
discernment, kindness, confidence,
peace and love." -Sabrina C.

"What The Global Situation Is Reflecting to Us"
Click here to watch on YouTube

https://www.recoverthesoul.com
https://youtu.be/2Czfwhw_sC0


Dear Friends,
The world is changing in ways faster than we could’ve imagined just a few weeks

ago, and it may seem often rather overwhelming when we're trying to process the
latest developments, get clear on how we relate to it all, filter through the
differing opinions, deal with daily life in an entirely new set of circumstances,
and all the while, attempt to navigate through this thing while maintaining
a sense of connection within, a sense of balance, peace, and awareness.

So within this confusing and tumultuous time that I see also holds a highly
potent transformative possibility for human development and consciousness,
I am being guided to offer a new level of depth in my work and in my service.
It's needed, and I can feel it!

As a healer, an educator, a guide, and as a messenger who is now unable to
practice the bodywork and hands-on therapeutic portion of my work, it's even more
clear that the universe is pushing me to serve more people, to support
individuals--and humanity as a whole--in recovering consciousness, and at a
greater level and wider scope. It's time.

I present below my services that are currently available to you, which are offered
in a manner and setting that is both approachable yet profound. And keep an
eye out for the upcoming announcements about my podcast and live
teleclasses.

Also, please note thatwhat I offer should not be misinterpreted as only
indicated or appropriate for people who are seeking “therapy” or “life
coaching”. We are all navigating this wild world and need an ally at times who is
truly available to be REAL, HONEST, and DIRECT with you, someone who lives
grounded, and is guided by both common sense and a tenacious fire of spirit in the
heart.
PLUS, if after our initial session you don’t feel it’s for you, no worries,

I’ll give you a refund, 100% guarantee.

Book Directly @ www.LivingConsciously.as.me or via links on my

website. Enter coupon code "RESILIENCE" for 30% OFF if you've

been financially affected by the shut-downs.
***

If however you'd prefer to wait until I'm available for in-person bodywork,

please consider pre-paying for future sessions. We're all in this together, and

everything helps. For that you can use paypal.me/brasunas

http://www.livingconsciously.as.me
http://paypal.me/brasunas


Some of the things which happen during a session
(now exclusively available over phone and live video chat):

 Guided connection through Inward Breath, Awareness, & Body
Centering

 Shifting into "being consciousness” (and out of "reactive doing
consciousness”)

 Dialogue and checking in regarding your current state and experiences in
life

 Practitioner supported Self-inquiry to assess key elements needed for work
 Breathing and body movement exercises for alignment of energy
 Intent setting for life aspirations/developing focus for the process
 Specific guidance and education around nutrition, diet, lifestyle, sleep,

health
 Support for refined inward holding & tuning to your Inner voice
 Managing, elevating, and rejuvenating your vibrational state
 Spiritual attunement with the living force of Nature
 Holistic Coaching for practicing and developing effective tools and

elements for Empowerment, Freedom, and Ascension
 Distance Energy Healing (Live and direct during session, very

powerful!)
 Holistic Counseling in working with:

 Fears, Doubts, Limitations, Projections, Depression, Confusion
 Relationships, Conflict Resolution, Communication, Projection
 Spiritual Path, Life Path, Visions, Goals, Dreams, Life Meaning

 Sharing ofWisdom and messages from Indigenous Elders and Pure
Original Masters

 Deeper and more direct experience of your true and pure original Self
 Facing your past with Dignity, Accountability, and Honesty. And honoring

that you are recovering a sense of renewed purpose and direction
in Life

 Suggested assignments for continued daily work
 Links, articles, videos, books, stories for further/complementary

studies
 The joy, comfort, and familiar experience of having a genuine and sincere

friend and ally to share Real things about yourself with



"Michael's support in my journey of healing has been crucial. He has
been that steady rock to hold on to, yet with soft edges worn smooth by
the winds of life. His compassion, sensitivity, and deep intuition coupled
with his personal commitment to healing enable him to bring wisdom

and safety to the exploration of my spiritual foundation. Gentle yet firm,
he has stood by my side as I navigate my edges and reach out to connect

with the love within me. Michael's gift to me is myself;
and for that I am grateful." -Benjamin B.

***Disclaimer (I don’t claim to be a master or one who's figured it all out by any means.

However, having been in an intensive apprenticeship and spiritual training over the past

7 years, working upon myself diligently, and receiving extraordinary teachings

from elders, I can say that I sincerely stand behind what I offer).

Also, if you are interested in hearing some things about what's going on in the

world right now that youmight not see through the primary media outlets, let

me know and I'd be happy to share.

Much love to you all!
Aluemaku (Michael) Brasunas, LMBT, BCT
www.recoverthesoul.com
(828) 407-0125

http://www.recoverthesoul.com
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